The Language Laboratory Teaching Machine (LLTM), as it is conceived to function at a typical high school, serves as an independent teaching facility having a wide variety of applications. Description of the different mechanical and electronic components accompanies discussion of student involvement. Distinctions between the "audio" teaching machine and the "visual" teaching machine conclude the article. (RL)
It is admittedly difficult to describe the different mechanical and electronic components of the Language Laboratory Teaching Machine (herein referred to as the LLTM) in such a way as to suggest their final and functional integration into a Language Teaching Machine. To attempt a description of how each component will or may finally be used in language learning may be more profitable. To do this I must ask your scholarly and scientific indulgence for a moment in allowing me the less compromising realm of fantasy in which to place, and describe the use of, the future LLTM. Not then in any mid-western university, but rather in a typical high school in Okeechobee, Florida—which we shall call Superior High School for simple convenience—shall we now regard the use of our Language Laboratory as a Teaching Machine:

The Superior LLTM consists of a semi-darkened (but pleasant) room, longer than it is wide—similar to the typical rectangular rooms used for typing classes or glee club practice in most American high schools. In this room are five long rows of twenty semi-enclosed, acoustically treated student booths, each resembling more a miniature study alcove than anything else. An enunciator light above the booths indicates whether the particular booth is occupied or not and may be seen from any part of the room. In the booth is a small, adjustable, bullet shaped lamp; a small mirror, and what seems-to-be a nine inch television screen adjacent to the dial assembly Language Teaching Machine (operated with a telephone-type dial). The room is comfortably filled with the buzz of 80 or 90 busy students talking to themselves in French, German, Russian and Spanish. John, a typical Okeechobee student, enters. He is currently enrolled in the Spanish Course "One" and his class is scheduled at 11:05 in the morning. Unfortunately, John arrives some ten minutes late today having been detained, unavoidably, at the gym. No matter. He interrupts no class but merely looks for an empty booth, finds it, seats himself and dons his earphones. (The removal of the phones from the equipment extinguishes the indicator light atop the booth and turns "on" all equipment in the booth.) John opens his lesson directory which he has brought along. His first year Spanish course consists of five hundred lessons for a grade of C, seven hundred for
a grade of B and 850 for an A. John is hoping to earn an A and is therefore coming in frequently after school to get as far ahead as possible. As he has been averaging some six lessons each day he is now, after a month of classes, ready to begin lesson 120. (These lessons, it should be noted, last at the most some five or six minutes, but have to be done at least three or four times before the student feels confident he is doing them perfectly.) John was checking his lab directory for instructions on lesson 120. It turns out to be, quite precisely, a test lesson on the identification of present, preterite and future verbal endings in Spanish. The instructions state simply: “Identify time of action (meaning the tense of verbs) by standard answering procedures and key words” (both of which John has already learned). To get his lesson, John simply dials the number indicated in the manual: S1120A. He immediately hears a question, spoken in a stern voice: “¿Cuando hablaré?” In the pause which follows, John, speaking into the microphone, hears himself respond automatically: “Usted hablará mañana.” A moment later he hears another voice, similar in maturity to his own, give the same answer and he knows that his has been correct. That is, his use of the key word “mañana”— all that was being tested here—indicated that he had recognized and responded correctly to the final stressed -ré of the verb “hablaré.”

John is already hearing a new question spoken by a younger and much more “disarming” voice: “¿Cuando hablé?” John answers: “Usted habló ayer.” A moment later he hears: “Tú hablaste ayer.” John makes a grimace. His key word was correct but he had not responded correctly to the friendly voice. He too should have used “tú.” But he is already answering another question. Perhaps a minute later he hears a short bell-like note in his earphones. He knows now that he can grade his own performance. If he makes no error in his answers between this signal and the next, which he will hear a few minutes later, it will be safe for him to proceed to the next regular lesson. Nevertheless, he already realizes he needs more practice on the “future” and is about to dial himself back to S1116G when he hears another voice in his phones. It is his monitor who, herself, was born in Okeechobee. “Johnny,” she says, with the local intonation “wa dount youu make yor stresses with more volume? Yor sayn ‘hablou’ and it should be ‘hablóu.’ You jes dial S130 for a spell 'fore you do any more today!” Poor John! His own Spanish pronunciation is, in general, far, far better than his teacher’s, but nevertheless she still hears his mistakes better than he and always insists that he be perfect. Since he will have to satisfy her on his final oral recorded exam, he must try hard to make her corrections automatic in his speech. After dutifully dialing and working with the recommended drill, he returns to mechanizing his responses to the structural clues of Spanish futurity. His class was over at 12 noon, but John takes ten minutes out of his own lunch time and continues
response with a subsequently presented model before a new stimulus is heard. In such a way, certainly, all of the "manipulative" or structural elements of language—the receiving and rendering skills—may be taught. Can the LLTM teach more? Actually, through its ability to present in strict, pre-arranged order any series of minimal or maximal segments, it would seem particularly well suited to teach many of the "procedures" which we more commonly consider as "arts." Much of the usual materials of a linguistic or literary "explication de texte" course would certainly lend itself to effective machine presentation. In its ability to place at the student's disposal a large number of different audio samples it could provide simultaneously the expository information of a "literature course" together with the illustrative examples of an accompanying anthology and, finally, the explicative materials for each example normally found in footnotes or introductions. These are a few of the obvious further applications in language teaching.

Indeed, taking the broadest view possible, what could an "audio" teaching machine not do that a "visual" teaching machine can? Only those things, we may answer, that require purely visual symbolization for their most effective learning. Such a consideration appears to exclude few if any of the usual academic disciplines pursued in American educational systems. With the facilities of the video screen—an easy adjunct to the dial selector assembly of the LLTM—most of these exceptions might disappear. Certainly audio programs would differ considerably in nature and manner of presentation from visual programs. "Correct verbalization" on the students' part rather than "correct thinking" would be the test of knowledge gained; but the line that separates the two may be imaginary. Indeed, if we have been successful in freeing our Teaching Machine from limitations due to lack of mechanical flexibility, then it is limited in its ability to teach only by the Programs we can provide for its use. And this limitation will be ultimately our own as teachers and programmers.
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